WILD WEST
Action-Packed
DRAMAS

GEORGE O'BRIEN
"HARD ROCK HARRIGAN"
"COWBOY MILLIONAIRE"
"DUDE RANGER"

plus

HAROLD Bell WRIGHT'S
"WESTERN GOLD"
WITH SMITH BALLEW
and
"SAGA OF THE WEST"
WITH GEORGE O'BRIEN

... ALL THE GLORY OF THE WEST!
THE GREAT STORY OF THE WEST-

With the one star who can make all its thrills live again!

SOL LESSER AND JOHN ZANFT present

GEORGE O'BRIEN

in

Harold Bell Wright's

"SAGA OF THE WEST"

with

DOROTHY WILSON
PAUL KELLY

THE CAST

Larry Knight George O'Brien
Kitty Baldwin Dorothy Wilson
Phil Acton Paul Kelly
Nick Cambert Harry Woods
Somebody Jimmy Butler
Dean Baldwin
Richard Carlisle

BRIEF SYNOPSIS

Fair-weather friends desert Larry Knight when his various extravagances leaves him all but penniless. A flip of a coin, and he goes West. Stopping off on route to see his first rodeo, he misses his train in a small Arizona town. At the Baldwin ranch, he gets a job and under the coaching of Phil Acton, the rugged foreman, his easy-going character changes. The ranch cannot function without water for the cattle. Nick Cambert has illegally diverted the water from the river running through both branches, and hopes eventually to buy his neighbor's ranch at his own price. Kitty Baldwin, the rancher's daughter, returns from school afraid to find the ranch run-down, and Phil, her childhood sweetheart, far from the ideal figure she hoped to marry. She does not conceal her admiration for Larry, and consequently embitter Phil's attitude to the newcomer. Larry, confusing only in Kitty, has sought to stem disaster by digging an oil-shaped tunnel to the river, and is ready for the final blazing. Cattle are meanwhile dying in droves through thirst.

When Kitty, with dynamite sticks, is about to enter the tunnel, a landslide engulfs her. Larry is riding to her rescue when, halfway, his horse is shot down by a Cambert henchman. Desperate, he rides a wild horse, breaks him, and rides to the tunnel opening. A struggle with Cambert comes to circumvent him, Larry rushing in, saves Dorothy and plants the dynamite. With a rush the water breaks through.

Disappointed over the loss of his friendship, Larry prepares to leave the ranch and the girl. Phil, realizing the great love between the pair, fills his plan by making the sacrifice himself, and leaves the ranch and Dorothy to Larry, who becomes a real Man's Man.

THE GREAT STORY OF THE WEST—

With the one star who can make all its thrills live again!

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT ROMANCE
YOU'VE SEEN HIM FACE DANGER BEFORE
—but never like this!

Sol Lesser and John Zani present

GEORGE O'BRIEN

in

Hard Rock Harrigan

TRUE DRAMA UNDERGROUND

with

IRENE HERVEY

Produced by David Howard

BRIEF SYNOPSIS

George O'Brien, ace driller, arrives at a vast construction project in the West to help put through a diversion tunnel. Fred Kohler, the tunnel boss, and O'Brien are old enemies. The still fierce rivalry for the affection of Miss Irene Harvey, who runs the camp commissary, is only interested in O'Brien. They are kept from fighting only because the superintendent has warned them that they will receive no bonus if they start a fight.

An argument causes them to decide they'll settle their supremacy once and for all that night. Blasting in a tunnel causes a cave-in and O'Brien and a woman are trapped. Kohler risks his life to rescue them, but his extreme emotion brings about his collapse. The doctor fears to tell Kohler that he has a weak heart and when he tells him the news, Kohler is scheduled for the firing line the same night he calls O'Brien in and tells him the situation. O'Brien is torn between fear of being brought in as a coward and gratitude to Kohler, but decides to buck the fight.

O'Brien goes to Irene Harvey's house to tell her the situation, but before he can explain, Kohler and the crowd arrive. Amid the bustle and noise of the crowd and the news of Miss Harvey, a man rushes to the scene of the fight, Kohler and walks out the door where he gets the chance of fighting.

The excitement causes Kohler to leave again, and the situation is finally solved. The next day, there is a party at the camp and Kohler formally privately accepts and introduces Irene Harvey as his future wife.

CAST

"Hard Rock" Harrigan — GEORGE O'BRIEN
"Andy" Anderson — IRENE HERVEY
Black Jack Burt — FRED KOHLER
Michael McGavre — DEAN RENTON
McClintock — FRANK RICE
Owen — VICTOR POTEL
Clancy — SLAIN FRANZ
Clark — WILLIAM GOULD
Columna — GEORGE HUMBERT
McNally — DAVID CLYDE
Dr. Wagner — ED KRENE
Corry — EILE HUMFRAY

NEW O'BRIEN FILM TEEMS WITH THRILLS!

Hollywood's Top Action Star
Outdoes Himself in "Hard Rock Harrigan"

Now he gives you everything he's got
—in ACTION and THRILLS!

Dynamite drama—heroes who ask no quarter while they work and brawl deep underground—and come up to fight for the right to love!

AT LAST—
YOUR FILL
OF THRILLS!

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR EXCITEMENT —
This is meant for you!
GEORGE O'BRIEN in
The Cowboy Millionaire

with
EVALYN BOSTOCK
EDGAR KENNEDY
ALDEN CHASE

Directed by
Edward J. Cline

Thrills Pack Fast-Action Film

BRIEF SYNOPSIS

George O'Brien, on the job as a mining engineer for a wealthy company, is assigned to probe the mine shaft for hidden treasure. While there, he discovers a secret tunnel leading to a hidden treasure. O'Brien, along with his partner, a Japanese worker, begin to dig for the treasure. However, a group of crooks, led by a German colonel, also discover the tunnel and race to claim the treasure. O'Brien and his partner manage to outsmart the crooks and recover the treasure, which they decide to share with the workers who helped them. The story is full of action, adventure, and suspense, as the crooks try to stop O'Brien and his partner from claiming the treasure. The action-packed scenes and thrilling chase sequences keep the audience on the edge of their seats. The story is a classic example of the Western genre, with its focus on heroism, adventure, and the struggle between good and evil.
THE CAST

Ernest Selby George O'Brien
Anne Hepburn Irene Hervey
Dale Hyrlip Leroy Mason
Sam Hepburn Henry Hall
Hank Selbert James Mason
Nebraska Kemp Sid Saylor
Dunk Sid Jordan
Martha Alma Chester
Beckett Lloyd Ingraham

BRIEF SYNOPSIS

This is "The Dude Ranger," described as a thrilling saga of Arizona cattle country.  Written and directed by Edward F. Cline, author of the new film in itself promises far more than usual for local audiences in the way of excitement, romance and authenticity of background.

This time Grey tells the story of Ernest Selby, sophisticated but sturdy young businessman, who comes to Arizona to work for his uncle.  Before he has an opportunity to make his identity known to the ranch manager, his surprises are scored by the disappearance of several hundred head of cattle.

Mistaken for a cowboy in search of a job, he decides to masquerade in this role until he has cleared up the mishandling of the ranch.  In the meanwhile, he has discovered another reason to extend his stay in the person of the ranch manager's daughter.

This imposing character is played by Irene Hervey, fascinating new comer to films.  Before the picture has reached its whispered conclusion, those two have found romance together and have passed through several breath-taking adventures.

Other important members of the cast are: Henry Hall, Leroy Mason, Sid Saylor, Alma Chester and Lloyd Ingraham.

Edward P. Cline directed "The Dude Ranger," which was produced by Sol Lesser and John Zantz.